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Cover Artwork by June Oscar AO

Title: Barrala Bininybal Thawunu

Meaning: Barrala (Wax) Bininybal (special spinifex that the wax is 
found on) Thawunu (Ants).

The Wax Ant Story

Thawunu (the ants) collect the wax from the blades of the 
Bininybal (Spinifex) and deposits the wax in a nest which is then 
harvested by the Bunuba people.

The Barrala (wax) is used by women as medicine.

The wax is finely grounded and used on the body to ward off 
coughs and colds and ill health.

The scent of the wax is unique and it draws the mind to the 
country and places where this medicine can be found.

Another use 

The barrala (wax) is used by men as a binary agent, to fix stone 
axe heads to the wooden handle of the axe. This process 
requires the barrala (wax) to be slightly heated as this enables 
the wax to be pliable and easier to work with when fixing the 
axe head to the handle. 

© Marninwarntikura Fitzroy Women’s Resource Centre 2015

All photographs and images in this report have been used with 
permission. 

Kristina McKinlay from Moreton Consulting Pty Ltd designed this 
annual report.
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“Strengthening the power of women 
and their families to create culturally 
rich, engaged and healthy lives for 
Indigenous peoples living in the Fitzroy 
Valley and beyond.”
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WELCOME 

It is with great pleasure that we 
present our 2015 Annual Report.

This report is for all our members 
– the women and families who 
live across the Fitzroy Valley. It is 
also for all those interested and 
connected to the work of our 
organisation. 

As an organisation we are 
always forming relationships and 
partnerships. We want those who 
support us and are interested in 
what we do to learn more about 
our approach to engaging and 
working with our community. 
These reports are very important 
because they clearly explain 
why we do what we do. It also 
helps us to focus on our vision. 

This vision is what we aim to 
achieve in everything that we 
do. We look to the future. A 
future where all women and 
families feel safe, at home and 
in their communities. A future 
where our young people are 
healthy and happy. A future 
where all members of our society 
are strong in their cultural 
identities, and engaged in all the 
opportunities of life. 
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MARNINWARNTIKURA
ALL IN A NAME

Our organisation is called 
‘Marninwarntikura’. It is a 
Walmajarri word. ‘Marnin’ 
means ‘women’, ‘Wanti’ 
means ‘big mobs and women’ 
and when ‘Kura’ is added it 
means ‘belonging to’. When 
said together it means all the 
women coming together. 
Our name is important to us 
because it reflects who we 
are. We are here to support all 
the women and their families. 

‘Minyarti Ngurra manyanangu 
nguniny marnin warntiwu 
pujuwurni yapa warntiwu 
mapirrirni.’ 

This is Walmajarri for, ‘This 
place is for all the women, 
every one of them, and for all 
their children as well.’

‘Ngindaji mayaru nyanangarri 
u wiyiyani; biyirranggu buga 
yani guda.’

This is Bunuba for, this 
organisation is for all women 
and their children as well.

‘Ngindaji riwi warang-giri 
goombooyani yoo birranggi 
jandooyandiyoo jooloo.’

This is Gooniyandi for, this 
place is for all the women an 
their families. 

‘Marninwanti’ or ‘Marnin’ as 
we often say, is built on the 
traditional country of the 
Bunuba. The centre is easy 
to access. It is in the town of 
Fitzroy Crossing. Surrounding 
this town in the heart of the 
Kimberley region of Western 
Australia are 40 Aboriginal 
communities. The Valley has 
an approximate population of 
3,500-4000. These communities 
are all based on the traditional 
country of the region’s five 
language groups. This has 
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been recognised in Australian 
law through native title 
determinations.

All the language groups of 
the Fitzroy Valley see Fitzroy 
Crossing as the population and 
resource hub of the region– 
the Bunuba are from here, the 
rocky ranges and wild fresh 
water country. The Gooniyandi 
come from the other side 
of the river. Their country 
spreads toward the desert. The 
Wangkatjungka and Walmajarri, 
lived across the jilji - huge sand 
hills, and Jila - living water sites 
of the desert. The traditional 
lands of the Nykina people are 
to the south-west of the Fitzroy 
River heading towards the 
King Sound. Our organisation 
embraces all of the language 
groups and respects the 
traditional country they have 
come from. 

Our Board of Directors reflects 
this. It is made up of local 
women who represent each of 
the language groups.
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WHERE WE HAVE COME FROM 

Marninwarntikura started with a women’s group formed in 1991. 
The organisation’s founding women were very strong. They had the 
courage to say that domestic and family violence was happening. 
Many at the time did not want to admit to it. Or they were too afraid 
to say that it was taking place. The women who first called this place 
‘Marninwarntikura’ fought for the rights of other women who were 
struggling. Marninwarntikura was built to bring women together so 
they could support each other to feel safe and to find their voices.  

“In the mid-1980s these women came together. They had 
experienced the horror of domestic and family violence and they 
felt the destructive effects of excessive alcohol consumption… the 
women were determined through their voices to shape a healthier 
society around wellbeing and care. To do this, they needed a 
space… in the process of fighting for their rights, they secured funds 
for the inaugural building of Marninwarntikura, the Shelter. 

“It is a space which remains a site of safety and refuge to this day… 
The long and arduous fight that the women began twenty years ago 
to secure freedoms for the next generations, continues today … In 
2007 the women took powerful action. Through Marninwarntikura we 
were finally able to achieve what the women had always wanted, 
the legal restrictions on the sale of full strength alcohol”.

June Oscar AO 

The following pages highlight how our inspiring history and 
recent achievements continue to breathe life into our work 
today. In everything that Marninwarntikura does we integrate 
lessons of the past with contemporary community and cultural 
practices and take advice and evidence from a wide range 
of professional specialists.
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WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP 
AND BUILDING ON THE 
EVIDENCE 

Without partnerships with governments, local shires and 
other community organisations and key stakeholders 
Marninwarntikura would be unable to provide the 
services that are so urgently required.

We, the community, government and stakeholders, have 
already worked to collect the evidence. This evidence 
has helped us to identify the root causes and symptoms 
of a growing crisis. The data tells us that we require the 
most considered response of government to overcome 
structural disadvantage.
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PART OF OUR FUNDING STORY 
This year saw great changes to the way Indigenous 
led organisations and mainstream agencies running 
Indigenous programmes and projects were funded by the 
Commonwealth. 

The Indigenous Advancement Strategy (IAS), a new 
programme developed by the Australian Government 
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet amalgamated 
150 programmes into five broad based areas, while cutting 
500 million dollars from Commonwealth Indigenous funding. 
It was stated that the reduction of programmes and funds 
would cut red tape and allow for a “new way of engaging 
with Indigenous people…to jointly develop and implement 
place-based solutions that will sustainably improve outcomes”.

This is the biggest radical shake-up of Indigenous Affairs 
funding in Australia over the past 40 years. As a consequence 
of this we lost 40% of our funding. 
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On the eve that Marninwarntikura had to submit our IAS 
application June Oscar presented the Charles Perkins 
Oration at Sydney University. 

She asked three clear questions,

“How does this strategy, categorising our lives into 
five sets of criteria and objectives predetermined by 
external power, represent a new way of engaging with 
Indigenous people? 

How does an application form which asks us to prove 
commitment to Indigenous participation, reflect our 
histories as organisations that have been established, 
led and governed by Indigenous people? 

And how does an application which seeks no 
explanation of our strengths or past achievements 
hope to sustain meaningful and measurable outcomes 
for us into the future?”

Marninwarntikura submitted an application which 
presented government with a holistic development 
approach. Marninwarntikura operates integrated 
service delivery that combines crisis response and harm 
prevention methods to ensure the greatest positive 
impact and outcomes for the Fitzroy Valley community. 
The allocation and investment of funds across the 
organisation reflects this.   

However, throughout the IAS process, there was a 
distinct absence of Aboriginal inclusion, participation 
and local self-determination in devising these outcomes 
and the means necessary to achieving them in regional 
contexts.

The result was ad-hoc piecemeal funding, which 
undermined the gains made to collaborative joint 
service delivery.  



Since 2009, we have worked closely with Commonwealth 
and the State government through National Partnership 
approaches constructed under the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG). The establishment of Baya Gawiy, 
our Children and Family Centre, was a significant initiative 
launched under this framework. Once the National Partnership 
ceased in July 2014 we were directed to the IAS. 

The IAS has left us with a policy and funding shortfall which 
threatens the closure of essential areas of our organisation. 
Come March 2016 Baya Gawiy will be in a $450,000 deficit. 
The same is true for the Marnin Studio and Community 
Gardens which received no funds through the IAS. Both will 
continue until December 2015 through the Remote Jobs and 
Community Programmes initiative and have no guaranteed 
funding beyond that.  

In Marninwarntikura’s submission 
to the Commonwealth 
Senate Finances and Public 
Administration References 
Committee Inquiry into the 
Rollout of Funding under the 
Indigenous Advancement 
Strategy, we stated 

“That the competitive 
application process which 
the IAS funding application 
is based on is dysfunctional 
because it fails to recognise 
the interconnected and 
collaborative nature of local 
community organisations 
and initiatives… The IAS is an 
inappropriate funding model 
and there is an urgent need for 
a comprehensive overhaul and 
review of the process”
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Marninwarntikura put forward four key 
recommendations to the Senate:

1) Government should invest in place-based 
capacity and evidence-based solutions.

2) Stabilise and secure funding to the operations and 
executive body of organisations running frontline 
services.

3) Streamline funding processes to cut red tape and 
allow for flexibility in the allocation of funds.

4) A comprehensive reform of the current model of 
funding.

In assessing our funding situation over the next year, we 
continue to pursue these recommendations with government. 
We seek to work collaboratively and in partnership with 
government to find sustainable ways to fund and support 
frontline Indigenous services. 

Going forward Marninwarntikura’s focus is to seek financial 
assistance and explore financial models to support areas of the 
organisation not funded through the IAS. 

Marninwarntikura looks ahead with optimism to explore the 
exciting opportunities of a diversified funding base, while 
ensuring that government remains accountable for funding 
essential human services. 
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A STRATEGIC WAY 
FORWARD 

“When this office was at the old hostel 
– there was no big staff like this – there 
was just one staff doing everything… 
In the early days we never had CEO 
or child development or anything, just 
simple things to support the office and 
the community… Since it started it’s 
became big, working much better with 
issues. Staff around this area are more 
professional than those days… We 
must remember that at the centre of 
everything we do we need to continue 
to support all the women of the Valley.”

Mary Aiken, Chairperson
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This year Marninwarntikura launched into its new Strategic Plan 
2015-2020. It came at the perfect moment. As policy upheavals 
destabilised the flow of funds all working units were able to 
consolidate around Marninwarntikura’s core values and vision.  

The Strategic Plan has enabled us to reflect on the origins and 
journey of the organisation. It has given us the opportunity to 
remember the roots of why we do what we do. Knowing our 
successes and achievements has also ensured that we have risen 
to the challenge of fighting inadequate and non-negotiated 
funding decisions. Marninwarntikura’s strategy sets out a 
determined pathway in delivering critical life-affirming outcomes. 
It is ambitious, but the approach it sets forth, grounded in 
creative collaborations and genuine partnerships ensures that it is 
achievable.   

We partner with Moreton Consulting, an Aboriginal majority 
owned company.  They continue to support the discussions and 
implementation of the Strategic Plan and our healing informed 
workforce development strategy. 

Through a series of facilitated discussions and meetings the 
staffing team have come to sit together under the vision of One 
Marninwarntikura. The staff continue to contribute to a sustained 
dialogue around how best to collaborate to achieve our goals. 
All the organisations projects and programmes respond to the 
overarching strategic priorities and are driven by our underlying 
core values.

A visual summary of our Strategic Plan 2015-2020 follows.
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ONE MARNINWARNTIKURA 
Along with defining our strategic priorities going 
forward, our Strategic Plan reaffirms our values. 
We also developed some new Guiding Principles 
which inform our decisions.

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES ARE:

-  Valuing Marninwarntikura’s history. 

- Deeply respecting the Indigenous people and 
cultures of the Fitzroy Valley. 

- Continuing to support the alcohol restrictions and 
striving to make FASD history.

- Working differently to bring Indigenous and non-
Indigenous ways together.

- Making Marninwarntikura one strong and integrated 
organisation.

- Being ethical and acting with integrity.
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OPENING FROM 
THE CHAIR
MARY AIKEN 

I have supported Marninwarntikura 
from the early days. I was a 
Chairperson back then as well from 
1992 to1995. Marninwarntikura has 
always been an important place. It 
is about supporting all the women 
of the Valley to come together. This 
place is about self-determination, 
giving people voice. When I first 
began there was a home-makers 
centre where women could work 
through arts, making curtains and 
sewing.

Then the Department of Indigenous 
Affairs gave us funding. We have 
a long history of working with 
these government departments to 
support our programs.   

When we shifted office to this place 
it was because the wet season 
was stopping people from getting 
to us down there. We wanted 
people to be able to access our 
services whenever they wanted 
or needed. We set up next to the 
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Women’s Shelter because of 
the connections. When women 
need safety they also needed to 
talk. Marninwarntikura is about 
being able to have a good 
dialogue. Women‘s lives are 
more than just seeking safety, 
it’s about building confidence. 
That is what Marninwarntikura is 
about.    

Today this place is even more 
open. Over the years a lot of 
people have come this way to 
have their say and talk about 
issues in community. This place 
has grown and that is a good 
thing. We have a legal service 
with a lawyer, childcare at Baya 
Gawiy and we have Marulu, 
supporting all those who care for 
the little ones. 

During my time as Chair we have 
seen a lot of people coming 
through this office, visitors 
admiring our work and finding 
out how they can improve things 
in their own places. How they 
can become leaders in their 
communities. Going forward we 
need the continuing support 
from government and other 
organisations. In all, we must 
help each other whether it’s in 
our work or not. 



QUOTES FROM THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS

“I have always seen 
Marninwarntikura 
as an organisation 
for the people of 
the Fitzroy Valley, a 
voice for the most 
vulnerable, supporting, 
advocating, and 
empowering 
individuals, families 
and community.”

Lee Carter 

“Senior Aboriginal women 
being part of our leadership 
group culturally, being able to 
help in planning and decision 
making was our strength. It 
was very important for all 
language groups together in 
discussions on relevant issues 
of the Valley.”

Marmingee Hand

“In the early days, as the women of the community, we saw 
that it was really important to have the Marnin group and 
starting the Shelter and developing up those connections. 
When we began it, it started some great and important 
changes in the community and the Marnin group…Everything 
from when it began has been picked up and followed 
through right up to today…we started up to solve problems, to 
listen to the concerns of the community women.”

Annette Kogolo
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“Leadership and Empowerment is ingrained 
in the organisation… it has supported my own 
leadership growth as an Aboriginal Gooniyandi 
woman. I was fortunate to be a part of a week 
conference earlier this year, with some amazing 
Marninwarntikura staff to the Women Of the World 
Festival in Brisbane. This opportunity gave me great 
confidence, strength and insight into my abilities as 
an Aboriginal woman… within my director’s role, 
employment, family life and community.”

Lee Carter   

“Today, seeing the 
strength of the women 
of the Valley is very 
important. Watching 
them being developed 
in various fields and in 
leadership roles, e.g.:  
Councillors, chairpersons 
of organisations, executive 
roles – is fantastic and 
really necessary for our 
growth.”

Marmingee Hand 

“I am really proud of 
how the Marnin group 
is looking today. We 
have really reached 
a great stage that we 
all hoped for. But now 
we lack the funding. 
This is what people 
want and have 
wanted. Government 
doesn’t realise or 
understand that this 
is what people need, 
it is really important 
to us all! It is the most 
important thing.”

Annette Kogolo 
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE 
EXECUTIVE 

Marninwarntikura has a history of encouraging women to 
speak up to bring their concerns, wants and dreams in to the 
foreground. As CEO and Deputy CEO we are both proud and 
feel privileged to be a part of an organisation that has its 
origins in this approach. We continue to run Marninwarntikura 
in this way. We have a strong resolve that our community’s 
priorities come first. For Marninwarntikura, these priorities 
present themselves as better access to care and education for 
our children, establishing spaces of safety free from all forms of 
harm, and creating a model of respite care and pathways to 
sustained economic opportunities for women and their families. 

In responding meaningfully to these priorities we are passionate 
about collective leadership. We know that when we look upon 
dilemmas with a range of cross-sectorial expertise and unite this 
with on the ground insights, local knowledge and a breadth of 
experiences, solutions are found. This year has reinforced this 
direction. When we face difficult times collective leadership 
keeps us together and never lets our vision slip away. 

When we have a collective voice, we strengthen our 
social cohesion, we have a greater capacity to be resilient 
and adapt to change, and we reignite our lessons of 
intergenerational respect and responsibility. This is the story of 
Marninwarntikura, which we continue to tell.
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WORDS FROM JUNE OSCAR AO, OUR CEO
Over the last year Marninwarntikura has faced significant 
challenges, but within every challenge opportunities are 
presented. 

One of the highlights of the year has been appointing 
two young local women to our management team. With 
professional development and mentoring support these 
young women will continue to strengthen their skills and help 
to guide Marninwarntikura into the future.

I know that innovations across the Indigenous working 
domain, the social service sector and in areas of education 
and health are fundamental to effective planning in 
the immediate and long-term. To innovate, community-
controlled organisations need adequate and secure 
funding. Sustained funding is essential as we continue to 
research, implement and adapt to our local circumstances, 
best-practice approaches to community development. 

This is innovative. It is not a reactive, crisis driven approach 
to structural disadvantage. Rather, we are being responsive 
and constructive to the changing needs of our community 
on the ground. In restoring our community to full health and 
vibrancy we are recognising the foundational importance of 
our societal strengths, and building our model of community 
development upon them. This approach also demands a 
sound evidence-base informed by Indigenous and Western 
methodologies.  

For this approach to be sustained, and for the sake of our 
future generations it must be, we have to have committed 
investment.

This year Marninwarntikura has faced major changes in 
government policies. The changes have led to a substantial 
reduction in funding across the Indigenous service sector. 
We have felt its impact acutely. 

The immediate results of the Indigenous Advancement 
Strategy (IAS) threatened the discontinuation of some of our 
vital areas of work. We entered into a negotiation period 
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where we fought for continued financing. We put a submission to 
the Australian Parliament’s Senate Inquiry into the IAS. Our position – 
as stated in this report – requested an urgent overhaul of this policy 
framework. 

During this turbulent period we have become more determined 
than ever to appreciate the linkages between all of our working 
areas, and the necessity of operating vital human services with the 
support of government.

As you will read throughout this annual report, each of our 
connected areas remains intact. Some are facing financial 
uncertainty going forward. Emily and I are taking strong positions to 
source the required level of funding across the organisation. Each of 
our teams from the Marnin Studio to the Baya Gawiy Children and 
Family Centre are setting a strong direction, while responding to the 
strategic priorities, goals and vision of Marninwarntikura. 

We are using this time to take stock of our successes, see potential 
pathways forward, unite our supporters and collaborators, and gain 
firm clarity in assessing the most viable ways of operating. 

WORDS FROM EMILY 
CARTER, OUR DEPUTY CEO
I continue to take great delight in 
co-leading this organization as I truly 
believe in what it stands for. This 
year we finalised and published our 
Strategic Plan 2015-2020. It lays out 
an exciting framework for our future 
and what we know is essential to 
achieve. I see, every day, how the 
staff of this organisation are working 
extremely hard to bring these goals 
and strategic priorities to life. I am 
very grateful for the dedicated and 
highly motivated staff at the Centre. 
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The Board of Directors, June and I know that this work takes 
a strong collaborative approach. It is fantastic to know that 
all of our employees work so well together because of their 
shared commitment to Marninwarntikura’s vision.  

It has been particularly important to have our strategic 
approach in place this year as we have confronted many 
difficulties. The funding restraints have meant that the 
Executive team including administration, and some of our 
other program areas have had to go down to four days a 
week. As difficult as this decision was, it has led us to look at 
how we can do things differently and still maintain our work.

It has also been very important to get our message into the 
public arena, as we advocate for better relationships with 
government and smarter policies. I continue to support June 
as she takes on a national leadership role in this regard. It is 
a privilege to watch her take the voices of our community to 
prominent platforms. Her speeches assert the fundamental 
human rights of women to have access to safety, high quality 
care and education for their children and themselves, in 
this life-long journey of learning and meaningful and gainful 
employment. 

While June is away I oversee the organisational operations, 
ensuring that our daily work is effective, and our strategic 
priorities are embedded across the organisation. In particular 
I have great focus on wrapping our harm prevention work 
around all that we do. This strategic priority we’ve called the 
“Fitzroy Valley Harm Free Society”. 

It is still how the seemingly small things grow into big things 
that I truly appreciate. Like how our ladies in the Marnin 
Studio work diligently everyday – printing, dyeing, painting, 
designing. They end up with beautiful products that they are 
so proud of. This year at the Darwin Art Fair they were highly 
sought after by many buyers. The joy on the women’s faces 
as they presented the products and did all the transactions 
makes this work so worthwhile - when you see the on the 
ground impact it has.
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“Who we are today as Indigenous people 
has been formed through the transmission of 
intergenerational lessons of care, responsibility 
and respect for our interconnected society and 
environment. Trauma on the scale that we have 
experienced is widespread and highly impacting, 
but it remains a recent, short and incomplete 
chapter to our lives. It is a chapter that we must 
continue to move through, complete and then 
add to the great wealth of our heritage.”

June Oscar AO
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BEING HEALING INFORMED AND 
TRAUMA AWARE 
This year Marninwarntikura has 
taken steps to define itself as a 
healing informed and trauma 
aware organisation. 

At Marninwarntikura, we 
understand that dispossession, 
colonisation and subsequent 
government policies, such as 
assimilation and the forced 
removal of children, have had 
negative, cumulative impacts on 
the people of the Fitzroy Valley. 
This trauma, grief and loss has 
been passed from generation 
to generation and underpins 
many people’s daily lives. At 
Marninwarntikura, we encourage 
deep understanding of this 
trauma. 

We know that continuing to 
deepen our expertise in healing 
and ways of working that are 
trauma informed is a life-long 
individual and organisational 
journey. We embed new 
learnings and approaches across 
our workplace.

Equal to this trauma is an 
immense capacity for collective 
community reconciliation and 
resilience. Much of this capacity 
emanates from a societal 
framework that has enabled 
Indigenous Australia to become 
the oldest continuous living 
civilization on Earth. Over the 
past 150 years, people across the 

Fitzroy Valley have experienced 
a series of external interventions 
which have threatened to 
dismantle this framework. These 
interventions are the region’s 
recent shared history and have 
come to define many dimensions 
of the Fitzroy Valley’s current 
socio-economic structure. Any 
one of these events taking place 
in a single person’s lifetime is 
often unimaginable for many 
Australians.

For healing to occur it is 
important that we reconcile 
our long Indigenous history with 
the foundation stories of the 
Australian nation and our nation’s 
ongoing historical narrative. 
Reconciliation is achievable 
when we come together with 
a deep respect for the lives of 
others. We need to talk honestly 
with sensitivity and care to 
learn to see the world from 
multiple perspectives. These new 
learnings, coupled with support 
to develop social and emotional 
well-being, help us to overcome 
sorrow and grief and transform 
challenges into opportunities.  

It is through processes of healing 
and reconciliation that we 
build a shared resilience. A 
shared resilience contributes 
to a stronger, more inclusive, 
prosperous and truthful Australian 
nation.  



BAYA GAWIY BUGA YANI 
JANDU YANI U, THE CHILDREN 
AND FAMILY CENTRE 

In July 2014 the Baya Gawiy Early Childhood Learning Unit 
was given a big tick. The assessment mob found that we are 
meeting everything we need to under the National Quality 
Framework. 

We help kids to get ready for big school. The children in the 
Jambila Room go up to Kindy to play with their friends at 
school. They learn about big school ready for next year. 

Families come to the Family Centre for playgroups. They have 
fun painting, eating, playing and learning how to look after 
their kids well. Thank you to our Community Programs and 
Nindilingarri for running these playgroups!

‘Helping Families Heal’ is a healing program that was run by 
Cristabelle Chamerette. She’s a psychologist from Perth. Her 
program was very popular so she wrote it down in a book. 
She had a book launch at Baya Gawiy on 30 October 2014. 
Everyone who had done the program got a copy of the book. 

This year Baya Gawiy turned two! We celebrated our birthday 
as part of International FASD Awareness Day on 9 September. 
About 100 people marched from the IGA to Baya Gawiy. 
We then had speeches on the impact of FASD and why it’s 
important not to drink during pregnancy. These were translated 
into Kriol, Walmajarri and Bunuba languages. We had a huge 
sausage sizzle and a birthday cake. There were children 
and teachers from Fitzroy Valley District High School, Bayulu 
Community School, artists from Mangkatja Arts and lots and lots 
of community members. It was a really positive, happy day with 
lots of activities for everyone.
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STRATEGIC GOALS 
AND AIMS 
Baya Gawiy is for kids and 
families. Marninwarntikura has 
four goals and we fit under the 
first one: Nurturing our children 
and young people to reach their 
full potential. That is what we try 
to do – give every kid the best 
chance of growing up to be the 
best person they can be. 

“Baya Gawiy is special 
to us in Fitzroy Crossing 

because we’ve never 
had a day care like 

this before… It’s a lot 
better for us. We can 

get all of the kids into 
the day care, get them 

all educated, and up 
to the level of school 
when they reach the 

school level.”

Dee Walker

OUR YEAR
Baya Gawiy is very popular with 
families. We can take around 
25 kids at a time. Our waiting list 
is about 15 children. We would 
like to take them all but we 
cannot. We are licensed under 
the National Quality Framework. 
This tells us how many staff we 
must have for the number of kids 
we look after. We do not have 
enough funding to pay for more 
staff. We don’t have enough 
houses either. 

In December we said goodbye 
to Amanda Perrett. She left the 
Coordinator’s position to go back 
to Sydney and be with her grand 
kids. Angela Needham has taken 
her place. She came all the way 
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from Thailand to Fitzroy Crossing! In 
June 2015 we also said good bye 
to Hannah Rowse who was with us 
for quite a long time. We know she 
misses us – because she is going 
to come back for a few weeks to 
help us out. Finding staff to move 
to Fitzroy Crossing is always difficult. 
We are thankful for those who 
come and work with us. 

In 2015 these services will continue 
to work even more closely 
together. One frustration in 2014 
was the continual staff churn 
in child health nurses who are 
employed by WACHS on short-
term contracts. We will be looking 
to employ our own, dedicated 
child health nurse this year 
through external funding sources.

Another challenge is that we 
don’t have funding to look 
after kids after school. The WA 
government doesn’t fund after 
school care. We know that this is a 
big problem for working families. 

It might sound a bit boring, but 
this year the Department of 
Education agreed to pay for all 
the maintenance at Baya Gawiy. 
And there are always lots of things 
that need fixing!  

“We’re trying to get 
their future ready. 
Trying to teach them 
things like sharing, 
playing, interacting with 
other kids, also how to 
communicate with other 
kids. How to react when 
things happen and to fit 
in with other kids. We try 
to teach them sharing 
and looking after each 
other, really.”

Jasmine Brooking
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PARTNERSHIPS
The Family Centre is a place where lots of services come to 
help families. We want to say a big thank you to WA Country 
Health Services, Nindilingarri Cultural Health Service and 
Patches Paediatrics. They provide baby and kid nurses, kid 
doctor, allied health services and playgroups. 

Baya Gawiy had a visit from the Mardu women from the Pilbara 
in May 2015. The visit was organised by World Vision. They loved 
our beautiful Baya Gawiy building and how we work with the 
children. They would like to have something like it in the Pilbara. 
While they were here they made a film about their visit. 

WHAT’S AHEAD?
From January 2016, Baya Gawiy will change a lot. The Family 
Centre will be funded by the WA Department of Education. 
We have had to re-apply to run this service. We should find 
out whether we have been successful in late 2015. If we get it, 
there will be a lot more money available to run programs in the 
Centre. 

The Early Childhood Learning Unit is now being funded by the 
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet. They have not 
given us enough money to run it so we are focusing on getting 
more funding from the government, business and through other 
grants.

In 2016, Baya Gawiy will have staff from Goodstart Early 
Learning come to work with us. They will stay for 3 months 
each. While they are here they will learn about Fitzroy Crossing, 
its history and people, and what it’s like to live and work in a 
remote Aboriginal community. 



COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES

The following three initiatives are run by our Community 
Programmes area. 

INDIGENOUS PARENT SUPPORT
Our Indigenous Parenting Support team has grown over the last 
year, along with successfully gaining ongoing funding for the 
programme for the next 5 years. This has been a fantastic result for 
the programme. 

This year was focused primarily on young mothers and young 
women. Facilitated workshops were delivered on self-esteem, 
protective behaviours and other issues of concern to parents. 
Building relationships with young women that are disengaged 
from school to either try and get them back to school or become 
independent, was of high importance in our prevention strategy.  

Guiding and mentoring the young women to be involved in 
meaningful activities was our main priority. As the Fitzroy Valley 
does not have adequate services targeted specifically to youth 
engagement, this is an area of concern for all parents of the 
Fitzroy Valley. As youth are not being engaged parents and 
elders are worried about the loss of culture. With the programme 
providing mentoring and trusted guidance to these young 
women, the service is seeing them engaging in higher attendance 
at school and feeling more confident. 

This section of the organisation focuses on goals set out in the 
Strategic Plan 2015-2020. We are dedicated to nurturing children 
and young people to reach their full potential and strengthening 
families through healing from intergenerational and early life 
trauma, grief and loss. 
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The Future: With a confirmed 5 years of ongoing funding, it is 
an exciting time for this programme to build on the already 
existing relationships developed with community members 
and other service providers. This year, the project is aiming 
towards a young men’s programme that incorporates young 
men, mentors and cultural knowledge. We will be actively 
participating in connect to country camps, which helps young 
men with life-building and leadership skills, where participants 
can grow stronger and increase confidence as upcoming 
leaders of Fitzroy Valley communities.  

ANNUAL PARTICIPANTS

Children
86

Women
129

Men
29

Youth
45
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MOBILE PLAYGROUP
As an organisation, our goals are to see children and young 
people reach their full potential, along with strengthening 
families through the journey of healing. We consider early 
childhood programmes of which the mobile playgroup is an 
integral part, to be essential in making these goals a reality. 
Increasing knowledge and confidence in young children is 
a vital element to seeing a bright and positive future for the 
Fitzroy Valley. 

Our mobile playgroup service has been running in communities 
of the Fitzroy Valley for over 5 years. We have made some 
extensive partnerships in these years, such as Nindilingarri 
Cultural Health Service, Community Health and Drug and 
Alcohol Services. These collaborations have grown stronger 
which in turn has created a wrap-around service for children 
and their families. As parents and carers learn their influence 
and impact on a child can increase development in these 
younger years, there is higher interaction and self confidence in 
parenting skills. 

The main objective of our service is to gear up children for 
school years that are in remote communities that have no 
early childhood services available. Our service is catered to 
0-4 year old children and the programming is aligned with 
the Early Learning Years Framework (ELYF). It encourages 
children to interact and develop skills that enhance their 
brain development and social relations. Our staff are gaining 
certification in Children Services through Kimberley Training 
Institute, which also requires a dedicated day a week to 
professional development in the Baya Gawiy Early Learning 
Centre. This is to advance their knowledge on activities for 
children to reach their full potential in these vital years of 
development. 
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Being, Belonging and Becoming, is a framework that creates an 
overarching philosophy in the children’s learning experience. The 
framework is about keeping children safe and feeling like they 
belong, creating relationships with their families and becoming 
aware of their full potential in learning life skills. 

WEEKLY PARTICIPANTS FROM COMMUNITIES

Children
6

Children
4

Adults
3

Adults
2

Adults
2

Children
3

Children
2

Adults
4

Kurnangki

Mindi Radi

Ngalingkadji

Muludja

Bayulu

8 
Adults

11
Children



COMMUNITY GARDENS PROGRAM
Our community gardens team 
has been working extensively 
this year on becoming financial 
sustainable because we have 
serious funding shortfall. We have 
helped establish community 
gardens in Bungardi, a large 
commercial watermelon farm 
in Karnparrmi and rapidly 
increased our propagation of 
seedlings of fruit and vegetables 
for communities and retail sales. 

Within our own on site 
community garden, we have 
established additional nursery 
space and irrigation, an area 
for soil containment and a 
shade house for an orchid and 
tree sales. These projects are in 
conjunction with Marra Worra 
Worra and the RJCP project, 
which has been successful in 
having young men coming 
through our organisation and 
gaining employment.

We also have had our regular 
school visits from special needs 
groups and younger classrooms 
for activities in inquiries relating 
to early learning. All of our class 
visits have included activities 
such as propagation, harvesting 
and cooking. The garden also 

hosts other groups, such as our 
organisation’s mothers groups, 
women and children from 
the Shelter and other visiting 
community members. 

Collaborations have also 
taken place with the Yiriman 
Project and their Cultural Youth 
Program. These trips have been 
conservation focused and 
have Elders and young people 
working together on the projects 
to encourage Indigenous 
knowledge transfer and modern 
ways of looking after country. 

This year we assisted the 
Ngumpan Art Gallery to identify 
plants and conservation risks 
for a gallery bush walk, along 
with writing conservation 
management plans for the 
project. This again was a youth 
engagement activity, with Elders 
and young people working 
alongside each other. 

FaCHSIA provided us with 
funding for the past five 
years however the IAS has 
not continued funding us. 
Marninwarntikura has developed 
our Strategic Plan which relies 
on the Community Gardens 
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Program to lift outcomes 
in community health and 
wellbeing, community 
participation and to provide 
employment opportunities for 
community members.

As the five years have 
passed, we have been 
aiming towards this project 
being self-sustainable in the 
very near future – with sales 
of propagated plants for 
government tenders, retail 
sales and starting to develop 
a close relationship with 
the RJCP provider Marra 
Worra Worra to establish 
income driven projects for 
communities. 

With another year of 
funding from this stream, 
we could have established 
a long term self-sustainable 
project, however, without 
any consideration of an 
extension it has left this 
project at a standstill until we 
can seek other funding from 
elsewhere. We hope to see 
this project pick up where 
it left off by partnering with 
other organisations or gaining 
further funding. 

PARTICIPANTS
Number of participants in Bush 
Medicine and Seed Collecting 

Workshops at 6 months

We are well on track to 
achieve the 2015 target of 45.

306 MONTH TARGET 23

Number of participants 
in horticultural workshops 

at 6 months

We are well on track to 
achieve the 2015 target of 50.

456 MONTH TARGET 25

Number of participants 
in healthy food cooking 
workshops at 6 months

We are well on track to 
achieve the 2015 target of 50.

486 MONTH TARGET 25
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THE MARULU FASD AND EARLY 
LIFE TRAUMA STRATEGY 

The Marulu Strategy Leadership Group consists of key leaders 
from Marninwarntikura, Nindilingarri, Telethon Kids Institute and 
the Department of Education, Kimberley Regional Education 
Office (KERO), who are working together to build on the 
important work that was started in the Fitzroy Valley to make 
FASD History.

The Marulu Strategy Leadership Group is building on the 
renowned achievements to date and expanding the focus 
so that we are having a greater impact across the Valley. 
Sue Thomas will be working with more and more organisations 
and service providers to ensure their work is contributing to 
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improved outcomes for children and 
young people living with Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorders (FASD) and Early 
Life Trauma (ELT) and their families.

An important part of the Marulu 
Strategy is to create a knowledge 
hub that grows understandings and 
knowledge and shares this information 
with others around Australia and the 
rest of the world. This is so people can 
learn from the significant work of the 
teams at Nindilingarri, Marninwarntikura 
and the Telethon Kids Institute.

Many of you will know Sue Thomas from 
her work at Wulungarra Community 
School and as one of the authors of the 
resource for teachers Understanding 
and Addressing the needs of children 
and young people living with Fetal 
Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD). 
This resource is available for download 
from the Marninwarntikura website 
www.mwrc.com.au and from 
www.kimberleyfasdresource. This is the 
beginnings of the knowledge hub that 
is designed to help people working 
with our children and families.
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THE MARULU UNIT  

“Marulu” – A Bunuba word 
meaning “Precious, worth 
nurturing”.

Since the last Annual Report, the Marulu Unit had a busy 
year, creating new initiatives and working collaboratively 
with services and the community. 

Marninwarntikura Women’s Resource Centre’s main goal 
is to work across all programs to make FASD history in the 
Fitzroy Valley. Through the work of the Marulu Unit we aim 
to promote awareness of the prevalence of FASD, educate 
families and communities, and provide support, resources, 
programs and in the medium term respite facilities and 
employment opportunities.

The Marulu Unit is part of the Marulu Strategy which aims to 
provide prevention, support, and diagnosis for all affected 
by Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders in the Fitzroy Valley:

With support from our valued partners we were successful in 
securing 2015 funding through the IAS.  

During the year our focus has been on community 
engagement and raising awareness about FASD through 
different promotion activities.
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OUR WORK CONTINUED WITH:
Delivering FASD awareness and the Lilliwan Project to the WA 
Police Operation Reset Team, Youth Justice, Sydney University 
Students, Teachers Support network, Fitzroy Valley High school 
teachers, Martu women from Newman and local community 
groups. Our service feedback surveys overall provide positive 
feedback and suggestions for improvement.

• We have actively participated in the University of WA focus 
group to discuss the impacts on FASD youth who offend and 
how to reinvest in diversionary programs instead of youth 
detention. 

• We’ve continued to grow the Marulu Unit resource library 
containing FASD research, awareness and training modules for 
carers, parents and professionals. 

• Promotion and FASD education sessions live on Wangki Radio 
have just started and will occur on a regular basis.

• The Marulu Unit have established positive networking 
relationship with the National Disability Coordination team to 
help with school transition programmes and planning for the 
training and employment supports for youth with FASD.

• The Marulu Unit is working in a culturally sensitive and holistic 
way with carers, parents and families to help them explore their 
strengths and develop a model of respite which works for them. 
Our solution focus makes people feel comfortable, helping them 
to look toward a positive future.

• We continue to provide advocacy and support services helping 
families connect to community resources, education and 
services. We hope soon that families will feel confident in self-
referrals to the Marulu Unit.
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We will continue to work and strengthen our collaborative and 
sustainable partnerships with local communities and service 
providers to raise awareness about FASD and continue informing 
people of the results of the Lilliwan Study. Developing a respite 
model and peer support initiatives appropriate for the local area is 
a key focus of ours in the year ahead. The development of this work 
will feed into the knowledge hub.

We will be recruiting a local person to be mentored by Jadnah 
Davies who has been involved in the work of Marulu since it began. 
She is one of its strongest advocates.

The Marulu Team and Marninwarntikura Women’s Resource Centre 
continues to work hard with passion and hope to make FASD History 
in the Fitzroy Valley and beyond.

Women and Girls bush four day camp at Kurlku community 25th May 

The Marulu unit delivered fun interactive activities and utilised our 
new creative visual aids to present FASD awareness and the Lilliwan 
project results.  It was a joint effort with Patches and the Telethon 
Kids Institute. Women, girls and community services had a fantastic 
week learning about healthy living, indigenous traditions and 
meeting the traditional owners of the area. 
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International FASD Awareness Day  9th 
September

The Marulu Unit and a group of 
stakeholders in consultation with 
the community held a ‘Walk with 
me to make FASD history’ for 
International FASD awareness. The 
walk ended at Baya Gawiy Children 
and Family Centre where there were 
many community activities and 
presentations. The day helped us 
to promote and share the message 
of how to make FASD history while 
valuing the unique characteristics 
and talents of every member of our 
community. 

We ran a photo booth, where the 
children and adults alike created 
messages of support and care with a 
FASD focus. Days like these are great 
successes. It brings the community 
together to act as a collective in 
dealing with a large-scale issue that 
demands a whole-of-community 
response.
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THE FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION 
AND LEGAL UNIT (FVPLU)

The last 12 months have been particularly busy for the FVPLU. A major 
challenge was to ‘survive’ the uncertainty of IAS funding applications. 
Marninwarntikura placed the FVPLU under the broad ‘Safety and 
Wellbeing’ programme. Through this stream the FVPLU received two years 
further funding – an acknowledgment of the high demand and necessity 
for a legal service of this kind in the Fitzroy Valley. 

Domestic and family violence remains a very serious and pervasive issue 
affecting the quality of life for women and families of the Fitzroy Valley. 
These issues continue to be the FVPLU’s core business. Victims and survivors 
of domestic violence represent more than 70% of clients accessing the 
service for legal representation, advice and support - an increase of more 
than 18% in the last 12 months. The service has also seen a 10% increase in 
criminal injuries compensation matters and parenting orders/ agreements. 

There has been a significant increase over the past 12 months from locals 
seeking assistance with superannuation and wills and trust matters. A highlight 
for the service has been agreement from two major law firms, Jackson 
McDonald and Law Access, to undertake pro bono work for these matters.

Supporting women and communities to 
effectively address their own challenges in 
relation to domestic and family violence 
remains a priority for the service. Promoting 
understanding and awareness about family 
and domestic violence is the main focus 
of our community education programmes. 
A highlight has been the inclusion of the 
DV workshops as an RJCP activity with 
Marra Worra Worra. We are confident this 
partnership has laid the groundwork for more 
intensive community engagement for 2016. 

“My children 
are now in a 
safe home 
and we are a 
family again.” 
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The FVPLU continues to strengthen 
collaborative relationships with local 
agencies and services, including Child 
Protection, Police, Anglicare and the 
Magistrate’s Court. The service has worked 
closely with the Women’s Shelter over the 
past 12 months to provide an integrated, 
wraparound service for women and 
children escaping violence. We have 
filled the gap of social service support in 
the absence of locally based relationship 
counselling and family mediation services. 
Collaboration with other stakeholders will 
continue to be strengthened over the next 
12 months to ensure the greatest positive 
impact for the women and families of the 
Fitzroy Valley.

The FVPLU office has a small, dedicated team. Fiona Mason filled 
the dual roles of solicitor and manager over the past 12 months. 
She recently completed accreditation as a registered mediator 
which will add value to the services currently being offered by the 
FVPLU. Deputy CEO, Emily Carter will share the manager’s role with 
Fiona over the next 12 months. Candice Ishiguchi from Derby joined 
the service in January 2015 as office support worker and former 
police officer, Vivienne Gordon, briefly filled the newly created 
position of Family Safety Advocate earlier this year. Wendy Bourke, 
who managed the Women’s Shelter for the past 18 months, will fill 
that position on a temporary basis and will be replaced by former 
DCP support worker, Roseanne Thompson, in January 2016. The 
team bring both experience and local knowledge. 

In the coming 12 months, we anticipate a growth in client 
numbers and community engagement activities. The Family Safety 
Advocate role and the DV workshops operating as RJCP activities 
will increase the number of outreach programs and client referrals 
to the service. 

We are looking forward to a dynamic 12 months for the service. 
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“Going to court 
was scary but 
the lawyer 
supported me 
and now me 
and the kids 
are having a 
better life.” 



THE WOMEN’S REFUGE SHELTER

This year we have put together a new Shelter model.  The 
new Shelter model is to help families gain awareness about 
domestic violence. It is extending our services to those 
in community who do not always access the Shelter for 
accommodation. This model is helping us to work closely with 
our funding partners, the WA Department of Child Protection. 
Together we are giving the support women need in Fitzroy 
Crossing and across the Valley.

We continue to offer crisis accommodation to women and 
children 24/7.  This year we have extended this service. We now 
offer many awareness and educational workshops. Alongside 
this our staff work on case management and referrals.

The women who access our Shelter are welcomed into a safe 
and respectful environment. 

At the Shelter we spend time yarning, sharing information and 
offer support to strengthen everyone’s emotions and feelings of 
being safe and well. 

Our staff work together with the women to do a risk assessment 
and help provide support when it is wanted. This support can 
be legal, mediation assistance, counselling, strong families 
engagement, money management. There are many more 
things that we can help with.

Before leaving the Shelter the women work on a safety plan 
that suits them and they can then take that with them.

The Shelter has put together really successful workshops this 
year. This process was started by Adonica Williams, senior 
support worker at the Shelter. The workshops have included 
content from the Mental Health “Deadly Living” program,  
Money Management, Anglicare, Boab Health Services, Helping 
Families Heal program, art therapy programs, drug and alcohol, 
services, the Reset Program, and the local Police.
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This feedback form from one of Reset workshops 
says it all.

Over the last 12 months we have worked to 
strengthen the Shelter as a relaxing meeting 
place for the women of the Valley. We ran soup 
lunches  every Tuesday during the cool time. 

Our records this last financial year has seen 
an increase of crisis accommodation support 
periods by over 100%.  We believe this is to do 
with awareness  raising programs run by the 
Shelter and by others in the communities.

We have deepened our working relationships 
with the hospital, Department of Child 
Protection, Mental Health and the Police to 
ensure women are offered the therapeutic and 
holistic supports Marninwarntikura provides.
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Over the next 12 months we would like to see these numbers drop. 
Overtime we hope that people will leave situations before they 
become violent. We are hoping to achieve this by focusing on 
preventative measures including more respite and perpetrator 
programs for men in the region.   

This year it has been great to receive Emergency Relief funding. We 
have been able to help those in immediate need with food vouchers, 
transport, utility payments, rent assistance and clothing.  We have 
helped 168 people with Emergency Relief, growing from 49 last year! 
Marninwarntikura believes that to really support people we have to 
offer wrap around assistance. From the Emergency Relief we build 
pathways to money management.

Over the last year we have seen many young mums. This reflects that 
the biggest population by age in the Fitzroy Valley is young people. 
Marninwarntikura offer many programs to support mums and bubs. 
This year we raised funds to contribute to child safety and care. We 
built a new cubby for the kids that come to the Shelter. Since then 
people have donated more food, clothing and linen for the families 
that stay with us.
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LOOKING TOWARDS 2015-2016
With the Shelter’s new incoming Team Leader Amarillo 
Oscar, there are many exciting things to come. Amarillo 
is one of the regions young people committed to the 
safety work of Marninwarntikura. Over the next 12 months 
some of Amarillo’s focus will be on strengthening case 
management, engaging  with child welfare programs 
through Baya Gawyi and working closely with other staff at 
Marninwarntikura to grow the Harm Free Strategy.

We are working towards reducing domestic violence and 
would love to see empty beds in our Shelter as a result. 
But we will always be here as a support, as a confidante, 
a safe place to socialise and share stories.  Good stories.  
A place that women can come and offer support and 
encouragement to each other.  A place where we can 
continue to offer life skills, education and awareness.
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MARNIN STUDIO

Marnin Studio is a vehicle for 
community development that helps 
to strengthen the power of women 
and their families to create culturally 
rich, financially sustainable, engaged 
and healthy lives. Local women are 
supported through the development 
of strength-based, sustainable 
enterprises that embrace two world 
knowledge and ways of doing. A 
powerful value of the Marnin Studio 
is that it is a safe space for women 
based at the Women’s Centre. This 
means that program participants 
have easy access to emotional, 
physical, child and legal support 
services should they be required.

WHAT DO THE MARNIN 
STUDIO ARTISTS THINK OF 
THE PROGRAM?
We come to the studio to:

• Build confidence.
• Show other people what we 

are doing and send stories and 
products around the world.

• Gather new ideas and 
inspiration when we work 
together.
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What is important to us?

That we are building a new, positive story 
for the Fitzroy Valley that is about

• strong and empowered women 
that are in control.

• a women’s space that works to 
build the voice and strength of the 
local women. 

• strengthening the way the 
community views women.

How does the program make us feel?

• Confident and proud with a strong and positive identity.
• Happy to be building stronger families and relationships. 
• More connected and like we are one big family with all language 

groups together.
• Relaxed and focussed.

1792
PRODUCTS SOLD

SUCCESSES
The Designer in Residence Program worked with: 

• Megan Kirwan Ward - block printing and textile design development.
• Jen Layton - product design.
• Kirsten Smith - natural dyes and silk scarves.
• Kari Layton - marketing and product development.
• Ken Wood - screen printing.

These practitioners are keen supporters of the program and have 
returned regularly to the region. The local and visiting artists have worked 
collaboratively to build creative skills and knowledge of country and 
culture to develop a range of high end products including natural dye silk 
scarves, block and screen printed fabric products and painted boab nuts.  
These products have been successfully tested at markets and sold through 
commercial and corporate outlets. 
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PARTNERS, FUNDERS AND 
SUPPORTERS
Department of Prime Minister and 
Cabinet, Marra Worra Worra, Kimberley 
Development Commission.

The Ark Clothing Company, Lott Studio, 
Passion Prints, Kimberley Training Institute, 
Mangkaja Art Resource Agency, The Shire 
of Derby West Kimberley Tourist Information 
Centre, Nagula Jarndu.

Change Angels, SHE Rescue Home - 
Cambodia.

CHALLENGES
The discontinuation of funding through the 
IAS has been very challenging. Our priority is 
now on the need to secure financial support 
for the Coordinator’s role in 2016.

58
PEOPLE 

ENGAGED

28
WORKSHOPS

HOW ARE WE MEETING THE GOALS OF 
MARNINWARNTIKURA’S STRATEGIC PLAN?
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ORGANISATIONAL GOAL 1
Nurturing our children and young people to reach their full potential

ORGANISATIONAL GOAL 2
Strengthen families through the journey of healing from intergenerational and 

early life trauma, grief and loss

ORGANISATIONAL GOAL 3
Facilitating women and their families’ participation in economies and 

activities that enhance their wellbeing

Marnin Studio Goals of Purpose 

Goal 1.4.1 Strengthen Children and 
Young People’s wellbeing

Goal 2.1 Facilitate the development 
of a whole of community Harm Free 
Valley Strategy

Goal  3.1 Partner with women to 
create sustainable and viable micro 
business activities

Goal 3.2 Enable healing and 
strengthen wellbeing through the 
creative arts

Goal 2.2 Support and strengthen 
women and their families to be safe

Activities to Support These Goals

Support and nurture intergenerational 
cultural knowledge sharing through 
programs and activities

Through program and product 
development  promote a positive 
story for the Fitzroy Valley 

Provide social enterprise support 
through skills, product and business 
development
Create a range of high end products 
that incorporate local Indigenous 
knowledge
Work with local women to identify 
and value cultural activities and 
knowledge which could inform social 
enterprise initiatives
Maintain Designer/Artist in residency 
program
Develop business and financial skills 
through partnering with a local 
registered training organisation with 
additional workplace mentoring and 
coaching.

Document women and their families 
stories
Support community members and their 
families to transfer cultural memories 
and family memories through the arts
Provide opportunities for people with 
FASD and other disabilities to express 
themselves through the arts

Provide safe space for women



OPERATIONS AND FINANCES   
2014-2015 saw financial challenges due to the outcomes of 
the Indigenous Advancement Strategy. Although we were hit 
with an initial 40% reduction in our operational funds across the 
organisation, we were able to negotiate enough flexibility in the 
allocation of funds to keep us secure in the immediate future. 
The Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet is working with us 
to achieve much needed outcomes. All of our working areas are 
integrated to achieve these outcomes, and our allocation of funds 
reflects this. 

It has been a difficult year, but the organisation remains financially 
healthy. This year we aim to consolidate costs and begin to 
build our members funds again. Over the last year the member’s 
funds have decreased. One of the actions we have had to 
take to make savings is for the Executive team and some other 
programme areas to cut working hours from 5 to 4 days a week. 
This has been a difficult but necessary decision.

Overall, 2014-15 was a year of stability in terms of employment & 
housing. We have seen a slight decrease in revenue & members 
funds due to the loss of funding. However, the organisation is still in 
a healthy stable position.

Employees (full time equivalent) Staff houses (over last 6 years)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
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There hasn’t been an increase in 
staff, but we have kept it consistent & 
retained employment especially with 
local employees. Our emphasis is still 
on Aboriginal employment, retention 
and skills development.

As there hasn’t been an increase in staff 
numbers, staff housing has stayed the 
same. There are still plans in the future to 
construct our own housing to overcome 
potential housing shortages and to 
reduce financial pressure from high 
rental costs.
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Members Fund (over past 7 years)

Revenue & expenditure (over last 8 years)
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In 2014-15 we made a loss which resulted in a decrease 
in members funds by 23%. Going forward, the aim is to 
build members funds to cope with the uncertainty of 
future funding. We are exploring a range of funding 
options for the ongoing sustainability of the organisation.

Revenue & Expenditure has decreased overall due to 
a reduction in funding. This is part of our approach in 
consolidating organisational resources and making 
savings, while cutting costs over the long term.

Down 23%

Revenue down 13%
Expenditure down 3%
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“We are a growing 
organisation that has 
expanded our service 
delivery… We know that by 
consolidating our programs, 
and setting guidelines and 
principles which cement our 
good working practices of 
transparency and inclusivity, 
we will become increasingly 
effective at integrating our 
services and utilising our 
resources.”

June Oscar AO

WHAT’S NEXT?
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BUILD ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY 

- Establish a strong executive team, composed 
of the CEO, Deputy CEO, Executive Officer, 
Chief Financial Officer, Workforce Development 
Manager and Customer Services.

- Boast resources to allow the executive team to 
become a high functioning policy and strategic 
unit supporting program delivery across the 
organisation.

EXPLORING FINANCIAL MODELS 
AND INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

- 97% of our current funding comes from State 
and Federal Government departments. The 
policy changes this year have threatened 
the continuous operations of essential human 
services. We will continue to work with 
government to ensure security of funding.

- We will continue to be innovative and 
responsive to changing political and socio-
economic dynamics.

- We are excited about investing in philanthropic 
partnerships and looking into innovative 
financial models which are both economically 
viable and make a big impact.



CONSOLIDATE GROWTH 
- Focus on enhancing governance and delivery of current 

programs.
- Build the Members Fund.

FOSTER COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES
- We will continue to drive collaborative frameworks of impact 

– working together with government, other agencies and the 
community.

- These include key strategic and growth areas of the organisation:
o Early childhood education and care. 
o Marulu FASD Strategy – access to high quality family respite 

and support.
o Harm Free Valley Strategy – securing prevention platforms 

to minimise all forms of violence and abuse in family and 
community environments.

o The Fitzroy Valley Futures – being committed participants in 
the Valley’s collaborative governance model in all areas 
that concern our goals and vision.
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BELL ROAD PRECINCT 
Plans are underway to develop land 
in the centre of Fitzroy Crossing.

The intention is two-fold:

- Improve operational 
capacity by building staff 
accommodation to alleviate 
pressure resulting from the 
housing shortage in town, and 
ease the financial burden of 
high rents.

- Establish an exciting multi-
purpose facility in line with our 
strategic goals. This will likely 
include a café, social enterprise 
spaces, market gardens, as 
well as flexible spaces to meet 
a variety of changing needs. 
This will be purpose designed 
as an employer of women and 
children leaving school with 
developmental vulnerabilities 
and FASD.
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SUPPORT US 

As a not-for profit organisation, we have no secure long-term 
investment and are always searching for ways to connect 
and form genuine and lasting partnerships. The Friends of 
Marninwarntikura is a network of people who are interested in 
travelling our journey by offering support to our programmes, or 
the whole of our organisation’s holistic development agenda.

Current funding for all our units and programmes are sourced 
from a range of government departments. We appreciate the 
government’s long term investment in our work. They are our 
primary partners and in many instances they are collaborators. 
Today we are more insistent that they appreciate their role as 
more than an impartial funder or point of negotiation. 

We want to work with government to ensure that our essential 
services are sustainably funded and that our prevention 
platforms in childcare, safety and economic opportunities 
are viable. As we seek out further research and innovative 
programs of community development we are looking to 
alternative models of economic investment to secure 
sustainable pools of funding. 

We are also beginning considered and reflective dialogue with 
philanthropic partners. We have developed many exciting 
pathways towards co- designing strategies across community 
organisations; individuals and agencies from different 
disciplines and economic sectors.

For now, all donations are acts of generosity. They make a 
real difference to the resources and services we provide for 
our community. This support impacts the lives of the women, 
children and families of the Fitzroy Valley, and the positive 
futures that can be imagined. All of the donations received by 
Marninwarntikura go directly to our organisation to support the 
development and delivery of our programs and services.
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OTHER WAYS TO SUPPORT MARNINWARNTIKURA 

Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/june_oscar

Email us for our newsletters 
admin@mwrc.com.au

Visit our website
www.mwrc.com.au 

Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/marninwarntikura
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We thank the following people who have all worked with 
Marninwarntikura in 2014-15 for their commitment and contributions.

OUR STAFF

May Abayneh
Kim Anderson
Elizabeth Antipas
Michelle Armstrong
James Battye
Anita Bedford
Colleen Bennett
Chantelle Berringal
Swani Bin
John Bleakley
Kerry-Leigh Bonfield
Wendy Bourke
Helen Britchel
Gail Brooking
Jasmine Brooking
Kevin Brooking
Robert Brooking
Tom Cappie-Wood
Emily Carter
Lisa Charles
Sarah Cleaves
Raelene Coleman
Marcia Cook
Martina Costaine
Denice Cotterill
Clarence Cox
Cyantha Cox
Floyd Cox
Jazsikah Cox
Sharon Cox
Stephen Cox
Madison Crawford
Inge Crillesen
Nellisha Dann
Carolyn Davey
Jadnah Davies
Julie Dean
Phil Dunne
Christopher Endrey
Richard Ford
Marilyn Frank

Naomi Frank
Samantha Frank
Naomi Gillett
Joelene Gordon
Vivienne Gordon
Nicky Hellberg-Smith
Tamara Hoad
Priscilla Hobbs
Candice Ishiguchi
Waiane Jacobs
Sonia Jingle
Denielle Laurel
Caitlin Lawford
Lane Lawford
Rosie Lawford
Helen Lewkowicz
Sue Loughlin
Agnes Majuru
Erica Malo
Regina Malo
Sheroma-Joan Malo
Danielle Marr
Sonny Marshall
Fiona Mason
Rosemary Middy
Killarney Munday
Ragupathy Naidoo
Angela Needham
Pernille Neve
Rosemary Nugget
Talitha Nuggett
Amarillo Oscar
June Oscar
Irene Passenger
Kerry Pearse
Jane Pedersen
Amanda Perrett
Becky Phillips
Japeth Rangie
Nermin Rezk
David Rogers

Marilyn Rogers
Sahri Rooyackers
Hannah Rowse
Roxanne Salter
Anna Schroeder
Jennifer Schwab
Molly Shadforth
Donnella Shandley
Joanne Shandley
Jenni Sharman
William Shaw
Brooke Small
Carina Smiler
Amanda Smith
Hayden Smith
June Smith
Vanessa Surprise
Florence Tapfuma
Grace Tapfuma
Laura Taylor
Lashalle Thirkell
Angelo Thomas
Sue Thomas
Bernadette Trench-Thiedman
Kwai Tsang
Viola Ugle
Desiree van den Broek
Deborah Walker
Melissa Walker
Natasha Walker
Lolita Warburton
Jemma Webster
Jackie Wemyss
Stacey Wemyss
Francella White
Adonica Williams
Montana Williams
Nita Williams
Mary-Lou Winton
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A big thank you to our funders and supporters. 

We are very grateful for the support and donations we have received 
from individuals who are too numerous to mention. 

FUNDERS
Australian Government Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet

Australian Government Department of Social Services
CHILD Australia

Western Australian Department of Child Protection and Family Support
WA Department of Education

WA Department of Local Government and Communities
Lottery West
Variety WA

OUR FUNDERS AND SUPPORTERS

SUPPORTERS
The Ark Clothing Company

The Aurora Foundation
Barbara Shying for quilts
Bridging the Landscape

Bunuba Rangers
The CEO Circle Group 6

Change Angels
Fitzroy Valley District High School

Garnduwa Amboorny Wirnan
Jackson McDonald
Gooniyandi Rangers
GrayMorr Consulting

KALACC
Kimberley Aged Care Services

Kimberley Development Commission
Kimberley Regional Service Providers

Kimberley Training Institute
Law Access
Lott Studio

Mangkaja Art Resource Agency
Many Rivers Microfinance Limited

Marra Worra Worra – RJCP

The Marulu Leadership Strategy Group
Moreton Consulting Pty Ltd

Morrgul
Nagula Jarndu

Ngurrara Rangers
Nindilingarri Cultural Health Service

Nyamba Buru Yawuru
Passion Prints

Patches Paediatrics
Rotary Club of Central Melbourne 

Sunrise
SHE Rescue Home – Cambodia

SNAICC
The University of Sydney

Telethon Kids Institute
Wangki Radio

Wesley College
West Kimberley Tourist Information 

Centre
Western Australia Police

Yiriman Project
Yorganup Indigenous Professional 

Support
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